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2003 MGCSA CALENDAR

THURSDAY, MARCH 13
MGCSA MINI-SEMINAR
MIDLAND HILLS COUNTRY CLUB
HOST: SCOTT AUSTIN, CGCS

MONDAY, MAY 19
SPRING MIXER
VALLEY HIGH GOLF CLUB
HOST: JEFF NORMANDT

MONDAY, JUNE 30
SCHOLARSHIP SCRAMBLE
NEW RICHMOND GOLF CLUB
HOST: TOM JOHNSON

MONDAY, AUGUST 18
MGCSA CHAMPIONSHIP
THE LEGACY COURSES AT CRAFEN'S
HOST: MATT McKINNON

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 8
STODOLA RESEARCH SCRAMBLE
OAK MARSH GOLF COURSE
HOST: ROBERT PORTER

MONDAY, OCTOBER 13
FALL MIXER
LONG PRAIRIE COUNTRY CLUB
HOST: JOHN MONSON